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The affair of the two cultural corridors

David Mosey

h this critique, Dsvid Mosey asserts that C.P. Snow’s idea of the two cultures of science and the arts has been
invoked frequently, in mrmy contexts-usurdly without exsrnimtion of Snow’s actast theais. After briefly smsrrna-
rizing Snow’s main paints, Mosey pointa out that Snow, while implying m all-inclusive definition of scientists,
was vague in deftig the population of’ ‘literary irrtetleztuats” srrd “the recent literary culture” thrd he criticized.
Mosey atsn takes issue with Snow’s irneqwetrdions regarding titemture’s concern with scientilc snd tecfrrricaf prog-
ress. Snow, he concludes, established an umecesssry class stmctare in intellcctusf and academic circles. A more
usefal starting point is to recogaize that acientista and artists rdike are engaged in essentially the same pursuit.

Thirty years ago C. P. Snow defivered the Rede
Lcctore on the “Two Cultures” which, with some
additions, he subsequently pubfishedi and which
dealt with what Snow perceived as an unbridged
gap between the ‘‘scienee erdlure” and the “arts”
or “literary culture. ” The lecture aroused a cer-

tain amount of controversy at the time (to put it
mildly) and led to one of the most unpleasing and
vindictive (on both sides) feuds in post-war aca-

demic circles. Since that time the shade of C. P.
Snow has been unfailingly invoked in any discus-
sions related to the relationship between science
and technology and society, the role of tfre scien-
tist, scienee plicies (such as tfrey may be), science
education (or the lack of it) and so on and so on.
The actual thesis Snow advanced is not explained
in these invocations but rather fuzzy and undeterred
temrs such as “the two cultures, ” “scientific il-
literacy” and “sron-ntrmerate culture” are waved
about the place like a rainmaker’s bones in an at-
tempt to bring about some kind of inteflectoaf pre-
cipitation. It might not be a bad idea, 30 years
on, to examine exactly what C. P. Snow did say:
what was ftis thesis? does it stand up to scrutiny?

First let’s summarize very briefly what Snow

says in Two Cultures:
1. The intellectual life of all western society

is increasingly being split into two polar groups
with “Literary intellectuals at one @e-at the
other scientists. ” Each group totafly misunders-
tands the other, Actually Snow does admit that
there are in fact more than two groups or ‘‘ctd-
tures” but decided against refitting hk argument
further because “it would bring more disadvan-
tages than it’s worth. ”

2. Scientists do not feel that “the literature of

the traditional ctdture”’ is relevant-they have their

own cufture which “contains a great deaf of argu-
ment, usually much more rigorous and rdrrrost al-

ways at a higher conceptual level, than literary
persons’ arguments.”

3. Tbe “literary intellectuals” are more seri-
ously impoverished than their scientific brethren.
They pretend that the “natural order” does not
exist and that any exploration of it is “of no in-
terest either in its own value or in its conse-

quences,” they have no conception of “the in-
tellectual depth, complexity and articulation” of
the “scientific edifice of the physicaf world” and
“Even if they want to have it they can’t. ”

4. The “literary intellectuals” focus on the
tragedy and isolation (” loneliness”) of tbe indi-
vidusd hurrratr condition. Scientists accept the imm-

utable nature of the indlvidtmf human condition
but are optimistic about the mutability of the hu-

man sociaf condition and set themselves the task
of working to improve it,

5. Lherary inteUectuafs are “natural Luddites.”
Tfuoughout the industrial revolution the’ ‘writers”
refttsed to comprehend what was happening, al-
though “plenty of them shuddered away . . .it is
hard to think of a writer of high class who really
stretched his imagimtive sympathy . . . . The only
writer of world class who seems to have had an
understanding of the industrial revolution was
fbsen in his old age. ”

6. Tbe educational system requires rethinking
at the pre-university level to mrske it less special-
ized.

Now all of this must have been roUicking good
$tuff to his audience. Admittedly Snow does tut-
xrt mildly over the limitations of the scientists’
literary diet, but then he goes on to zero in on
:he “literary intellectuals’ ‘—their voice is ‘‘re-
Xrictcd and constrained” as they ponder tbe tragic
mture of the individual human condhion, their
Intellectual impoverisfmrent is such that not only

Ire most of them umble to recite the Second JAW
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of Thermodynamics but they corddrr’t even define
such timdarnerrtal terms as “mass” and’ ‘accelera-
tion. ” They have absolutely no conception of the
scientific edifice of the physicrd world—and even
if they wanted to understand it they couldn’t.

Scientists, on the other hand, are members of
a sort of suprarratiorraf fellowship with’ ‘cQrnmorr
attitudes, common standards and patterns of be-
baviour, common approaches and assumptions”
which cut across “religion, or politics or class. ”

They “have the firtrrre in their hones,” they ac-
tually get up and do something to alleviate the so-
cial condition2 and (perhaps most importantly to
Snow’s audience) “young scientists know that
with so indifferent degree they ‘U get a comforta-
ble job, while their contemporaries and counter-
parts in English and HMory witl be lucky to earn
60 fxmccnt as much. ”

Certairrfy good strong stuff this, immensely
cheering to the neophyte scientists and, as a sort
of morrde booster for undergraduates who rnigbt
be worried ahout career prospects, quite accept-
able. However as a formafly published document
accorded the authority that went with a person in
Snow’s position it requires more rigorous scrrr-
tiny.

An irritiaf and generrd observation is that while
we can infer that in the category of” scientists”

Snow includes everyone from the physicist ex-
ploring the quarrtrrnrjungle to the chemist develop
ing a &tergent additive to preclude dishparr hands,
it is difficult to infer just who is inchrded among
the “literary intellcctuafs” (or ‘‘Iiterary per-
sons’ ‘). Who does he mean? Novelists, poets and
dramatists? Newspaper columnists with literary
pretensions? Professors of English? Those rep-
resentatives of the’ ‘litemry cukure” he mentions
by name include Arnis, Austen, Dickens, Eliot,
Emerson, Ibsen, Lawrence, orwefl, Shakespeare,
Rilke, Ruskin and Thoreau, aftftorrgh the contexts
in which be mentions them differ. And at an ear-
ly point in his discussion he refers to’ ‘the recent
literary culture” without tlrrther elaboration. He
does acturdly quote two lines of Eliot’s “The
HO11OWMen” (’‘This is the way the world ends/
Not with a bang but a whimper”) noting disap-
provingly that it is one of the least likely scien-
tific prophecies ever made, but thk is about the
farthest he geea its particularizing his characteriza-
tion of the “literary intellcctuafs” or identifica-
tion of’ ‘the recent literary culture. ” While Eliot

was not a scientist he never, in his capacity as

a literary critic, made the blunder of formulating
a sweeping gerserrdization on the basis of a single
observation-and an inaccurate one at that.

The way in which Snow uses the Eliot quota-
tion seems to typify the Snow approach which is

that of the benevolent, if unimaginative, bureau-
crat: Eliot says the world will end with a whim-
per rather than a bang; the world has not yet ended
either detonatively or otherwise, therefore Eliot
is predicting a future event and one which is sci-
entifically unlikely. Presumably Snow woufd have
equafly deplored the metcorologicaf inaccuracy
in TwelJh Night where Feste sings “the rain it
raineth every day. ”

An even bigger blunder Snow makes is his dis-
missal of the literary treatment of the industrial
revolution. “It is hard to tfdnk of a writer of high
class who really stretched his imaginative sym-
pathy, who could ace at once the hideous back
streets . . .and ah the prosfxxts of life that were
opening out for the poor. ” Snow can’t have read
Dickens. The rcafization of the liberating and civ-
ilizing forces that the industrial revolution gen-
erated pervades Dickens’ novels—Our Mutual
Friend and Donrbey and Son leap to mind. Ex-
plicitly, in a concluding Note to Martin Chuule-

w“t, Dickens records his admiradon for such prog-
ress in the United States. Asrd it is significant that
in little Dom”t one of the key characters (and one
of Dickens’ most sympathetic) is an engineer.
Dickens reserves his condemnation for the abuses
of the tml, not the inventors of the tool or the
tool itself.3

To argue as Snow does that literature’s concern
with technical development (call it science, en-
gineering or technology) has been to ignore it or
rejext it with horror and loathing is simply at odds
with the facts. Particularly since the time of the

Metaphysical Poets, through Emily Dickinson,
Wells, Shaw, Kipling and Auden to Tom Stop-
pard, scientific speculation, scientific dkcover-
ies and the impacts of the application (or rnis-ap-
plication) of science have not ordy provided
themes for poets, novelists and dramatists, but also
provided a rich source of powerfuf imagery.4 Al-
lan Darrzig5 has compiled an extended antholo-
gy of pwtry and excerpts from plays, essays and
novels (a totaf of 40) deafing with science and
technology. They range from the Bible, via Swift,
Wordsworth and Dickens to E.E. Cummings and
Stephen Spender. None of the authora mentioned
above is obscure, yet Snow either ignores them
or hasn’t read them. Interestingly, Danzig dis-
cusses the treatment of technology in literature
and, using railways as his example, notes:

For every metaphorical use of the railroad

to indicate the senseless mechanization of
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man’s life or the materialism of his spirit

there may befound two or three refem”ng

to the railroad as a symbol of new, open

perspectives, of power$d beauty, or of civ-

ilization, law or comfon.

All this going-on may seem like employing an

excessively large steam hammer to crack a very
smafl nut, but in view of the authority accorded
Snow (if not claimed by him) as both scientist and
literary man it is very important to establish quite
clearly that Snow completely fails to support his
assertions about the general antipathy or indiffer-
ence to science he claims to find in literature.

Snow’s background is popularly regarded as
providing him with unique authority on both the
“scientific” and ‘‘Iiterasy” spheres. He received
a doctorate in physics from Cambridge and was
made a Fellow of Corpus Christi in 1930. Dur-
ing the next decade he was engaged in scientific
work and college administration. During the Sec-
ond World War Snow served as the Chief of Sci-
entific Personnel at the Ministry of Labour and
was subsequently appointed a Civil Service Com-

missioner. Following the War he achieved critical
and commercial success as a writer with the
Strangers and Brothers series of novels which con-
cerned themselves with men in their public ca-
pacities negotiating the “corridors of power. ”

The phenomenon of a person with a scientific
or technical background achieving success as a
writer is not unique to C .P. Snow. Arthur Conan
Doyle was trained in medicine, Charles Ludwig
Dodgson (a.k.a. Lewis Carroll) was a mathema-
tician and Nevil Shute Norway was an eminent
aeronautical engineer. While the’ ‘literary value”
fhowever you detine it) of their various works may

be debated, those works are still widely read and
probably will be for very many years. Yet not one
of these three has been accorded the authority of
a literary scholar (nor did they ever claim such
authority). There are no grounds for according
it to C.P, Snow.

Having said all this we must now observe that
Snow has identified a resd problem. The term
“cultural impoverishment” may not be strong
enough to apply to a situation in which very large
numbers of people (including “literary intellee-
trrafs”) remain ignorant of some of the most basic
laws and forces of nature and the manner in which

these laws and forces of nature (incompletely un-
derstood though they may be) intluence their daify
lives. This ignorance is dangerous in a stsictly ma-
terial sense since society as a whole is required
to make enormously impmtartt decisions in which

scientific and tedtrriwd considerations play art im-
portant, if not dominant, part. And such decisions
should not simply be left to the technocrats. An
example with which most readers will be only tcm
familiar is that set of decisions relating to energy
policy,

The ignorance is also dangerous in a non-ma-
terial sense. If a large segment of a society lacks
even the most rudimentary sense of the way things
work in the physicrd universe and the way in
which our understanding of the way things work
is evolving, then that segment is isolated from an
isnmense range of intelfectwd experience. Spiriturd
and intellectual growth is stunted or dktorted. A
sense of wonder at and delight in the complexi-
ties and mysteries of the universe (using that term
to mean everything “out there” and our own con-
cepts of what it is) is part of the stock in trade
of the good scientists, the gcmd engineer-and the
good writer, And the civilised human being.

So what do we do about it? Snow himself
doesn’t reafly suggest anything specific save that
the educatiorrsd system needs “rethinking” in or-
der to decrease the level of early sp.xialization.
It is possible that Snow regarded the problem as
insoluble since he states quite explicitly that non-
scientists are incapable of comprehending them-
ture of science “even if they want to. ” Certain-
ly the way Snow has defined the problem—a clash
between two irreconcilable “cultures” one of
which is on the retreat-leaves no solution but the
elimination of the retreating culture. Then, voiZd,
one “culture” only!

Perhaps the first question to ask is if the divi-
sion of human irrteknral activity into Snow’s two
categories reflects actual, fundamental differences
in the nature of the activities. It will be argued
here that, taking the widest view of these activi-
ties, it does not. Two years before Snow delivered
the Rede Lecture, William S. Beck (Professor of

Mdlcine at Harvard) wrote:

We masr recognize for what it is man’s

predilection for dividing things into ridy
categories, irrespective of whether ckrn”-

ty is gained or lost thereby. kaming,
thus, is scientijc or humarristic..., We w“ll
come to realize that these bounakn”es have

been established by us for our own rea-

sons. l%ey are man-made, and despite

their long tradition, despite the problems

of university organizers, book class;jiers

and cum”csdurnpfanners, despite the tribal

instincts of professional men, fields of

learning are ultimately surrounded only
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by illusory bounalw-ies-like the “rooms”

in a hall of mirrors. It is when the iilu-
sion is penetrated that progrem takes
place. To the cell or the atom, it matters
little whether its pursuer is a bio-chem -

ist, philosopher or diploma!. L&wise sci-
ence cannot be regarded as a thing apart,

to be s[udied, admired or ignored. It is a
vital porl of our culture, our cufsure ispart

of it, and its continued separateness ji-om
what is fondly called “the humanities” is

a preposterous practical joke on all think-

ing men. 6

The last two centuries have seen what can be

fairly described as a major scientific revolution.
If one takes physics as an example, then ‘‘cata-
clysm” might be a more apt word. Was this “rev-
olution” confined to what C. P. Snow would call
“the science culture”? Looking at developments
in literature (particularly poetry) and literary cri-
ticism over the same period one sees some inter-
esting parallels.

Starting in the rtineteenth century, poetsy began
increasingly to explore the conjectural nature of
the universe-in both theme and imagery, The
concept that the act of observation changes what’s
observed saw expression, initially by Emify Dick-
inson, In the twentieth century Eliot exploited the
concept in his critical essays (particularly in his
discussion of the Metaphysical pcets) and in dis-
cussion of his own poetry (the meaning of his
poems must “lie hrdfway between the poet and
the reader’ ‘). By the post-World War ff period
it was becnming an accepted axiom among literary
critics that the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
appki in dl its implications, as well to the world
of poetry as it did to that of physics,

Lherary criticism itself underwent a revolution.
At about the end of the nineteenth century aca-

demic literary criticism-that is, studied discourse
on works of literature-had begun to evolve from
the vague invocation of absolute (but ill-defined)
principles of what literature should be, to a more
specific examination of specific texts. For a while
criticism had two major aspects which are often
informally defined by a contempmry Punch cw-
toon caption:

O cuckoo shall I ca[l thee bird, or but

a wand ‘ring voice?

State the alternative preferred with

reasons for ymr choice.

Coincident with the abandonment by science of
the absolute we see the start of critical focussing
on items of literature per se. The literary equiva-
lent of the Iurniniferous aether was discarded. This
process started with rigorous Shakespearian tex-
tural scholarship (interestingly enough led by Ger-
man academics) and, over the next three or four
decades, evolved into the higfdy disciplined tech-
nique of practical criticism in which profitless (if
mellifluous) speculation on the tmmseertdentaf was
replaced by the exercise of examining the words
of the works themselves, An important feature of
this method of analysis is in the fundamental re-
quirements it makes of the practitioner-the ability
to approach a problem with a good al-around crit-
ical awareness, to carry out a rigorous systematic
anrdysis and to reach conclusions that are well sup-
ported by the evidence, These abilities seem to
be not altogether dissimilar to those of the scien-
tist.

An interesting (and surely not eoincidentaf) par-
allelism between science and literature may be
seen when the following two passages are com-
pared:

People like us, who believe in physics,

know that the distinction between pasl,
present ondJsture is only a srubbomly~r-

sistent illusion.

Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time
fidure,

And time fidure contained in time past.
If all time is eternally present

All lime is unredeemable.
What might have been is an
abstraction

Remaining a perpetual possibility.

The first is from a letter by Albert Einstein writ-
ten in March 1955 some four weeks before his
death.7 The second is from T.S. Eliot’s “Burnt
Norton” (1935), the first of the Four Quartets. 8

Snow founded his discourse on the assumption
that something cafled “science” and something
else called “literary culture” live in separate
boxes, that the contents of the ‘{science” box are
accessible only to card-carrying scientists (see
above, “even if they want to, they can ‘t”) and
that science aims at bettering the material lot of
human kind while the literary types gaze moodi-
ly into the existential void and wait for death. That
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initial assumption dcts not seem justified and 77w
Two Cuffures, at best, makes the scientists feel
good, the ‘literary intellectuals” annoyed and es-
tablishes an unreal and unnecessary class struc-
ture in the intellectual/academic environment.

On the other hand Beck gives us a rather more
plausible, useful and optimistic starting point. That
all-physicists, painters, chemists, dramatists, bi-
ologists, novelists, mathematicians and poets (to
name a small but representative selection)—are
Iabouring in the same vineyard. The universe is

a rnarvelfously puzzling, ambiguous, paradoxical,
frighterring and exciting sort of place. Everyone’s

trying, if not to make sense out of it, at least to
illuminate it—however flickering that ilhunina-
tion may be. The thing crdlcd “science” (not to
mention the thing called “engineering”) has, over
the last two centuries, evolved some formidable
tools that can help in that, Those tools &long to
and are usable by everyone-not just the infrabi-
fants of one of Snow’s cultural boxes.
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